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 Like I said, my speaking habits have greatly improved in my opinion, but this  was   not easily done. I really struggled at the beginning of the semester. I was having   trouble grasping the different levels of range and how to breathe properly;   especially the latter.  When it was explained to me how I should be breathing   through to the bottom of my body it just didn’t make sense for some reason. I heard   the words but did not comprehend them almost like someone was speaking another   language to me. Sadly, I cannot remember the exact moment that it all clicked for   me, or the moment when I finally understood. As far as I know I just woke up one   morning and was finally doing it correctly. This brings me to a major realization I   had over the semester, which was to trust in the process of voice and speech work. I   will never see immediate overnight results in my breath and body work but as I do   my work consistently over time the secrets shall reveal themselves to me. I still have   a lot of work to do on my voice and body in general. In all actuality I won’t ever be   done, but such is the way of things in the world of acting. There is no such thing as   perfection, only growth. I have no idea what I am going to learn next in the second   semester of Voice and Speech but at least I have the advantage of going into that   class with an open mind for the subject and wisdom enough to know to be patient   with the work and most of all with myself. (Student E) 
   Not by coincidence, many forms of the circle found their way into the classroom. A practice  that  is  exercised within  Pettiford‐Wates  Junior  Acting  Studio  is  to  circle  up  the class at the beginning and at the conclusion of each class. I have nicknamed this particular ritual the “Alpha and Omega” Circles. As the students came in, they were expected to start 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warming  themselves  up  in  whatever  manner  they  wished.  At  11:30am  I  would  usually move  to  the  center  of  the  room  and  the  class would  come  together  in  our  Alpha  circle. Oftentimes, this would be a time for everyone to make eye contact and acknowledge each other and the space. This was also a time to remind the class to drop into neutral, to unfold their arms, unlock their knees, relax their jaws and lengthen their spines. Many of my THEA 201 students were coming directly from another course and it became clear to me that they were  bringing  the  energy  of  their  previous  class  into  our  space.  This  circle  was  an opportunity to remind them to leave any scattered or negative energy. At times, when the negative  energy  was  palpable,  we  would  metaphorically  “push”  it  out  of  our  circle  and allow for new and positive energy. Every class also began with asking the circle if anyone had  any  answers.  This  is  also  a  ritual  that  I  learned  from  Pettiford‐Wates’  Junior  Acting Studio. The first day that I introduced the Alpha circle, I explained that although I was the instructor for the course,  I was not the only one who contained answers.  I acknowledged that they all had answers as well and that the learning process was an inclusive one and I expected  to  learn  from  them,  just  as  they  expected  to  learn  from me.  This  practice  has become a favorite of mine because it is a great way to not only give a sense of responsibility and ownership to the class, but also allows them to share their learning process with one another which in turn builds a sense of community. From a voice and speech perspective, this  practice  also  gives  students  a  sense  of  vocal  self‐validation  as  they  express  their answers.  The  voices  within  this  alpha/answer  circle  were  usually  strong  and  direct, without  falter. When  someone  stated  an  answer,  there was  usually  no  hint  of  it  being  a question.  Oftentimes,  answers  would  incite  questions  as  well.  In  the  beginning  of  the semester,  these  questions  were  always  directed  to  me,  the  instructor.  While  I  would 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Journal Entry, September 2, 2010‐ Student “K”    I don’t get it; I just don’t get the big deal about this second circle business. I will say   that Patsy Rodenburg was onto something when she wrote about this stuff, I can see   how her thesis is true and that this idea is a great model to study human behavior   from. But I am just not as moved by this text as other people are. People were   straight up crying about this stuff, getting upset about things that they were   realizing from the reading.  I guess this book is just like all written work and all   other kinds of art, it is subjective and moves different people in different ways.   (Student K) 
   Journal Entry October 9, 2010 – Student K    I am slowly becoming a convert of the second circle theory in behavior. I was riding   my bike home today feeling energized and motivated, so I said to myself I am just   going to stay in second circle all day long just to say at least I tried. As I was riding   back from class my house goes past an elementary school and there was a class   lining up after recess. As they walked back into school the teacher caught my smiling   face. She smiled and said to her class of 15 plus kids, “Everyone say hi to the nice   man on the bike.” At that moment I got a resounding hello from a first grade class. I   laughed and went about my day, completely stuck in second circle. (Student K) 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 Edge of Balance: The concept of “edge of balance” arises from the reality that the   actor needs to be always moving towards something while on stage (an objective). If   the actor is authentically engaged, this will create a dynamic in the actor’s body.   During the following exercises, when the drumbeat stops, the actor should stop in   mid motion and hold at the ‘edge of balance’ until the drumbeat resumes. At this   time, the actor will be instructed to change direction. Eugenio Barba calls that   moment between the movements “sats”. It is “the basic posture found in sports‐ in   tennis, badminton, boxing, fencing‐ when you need to be ready to react.” There   needs always to be a dynamic in stillness, however long that stillness lasts. 















  I felt more relaxed when doing the pre‐rock and roll, but I was still stressed. I was   bothered and didn’t want to think about it anymore. It wasn’t until the drum that I   felt free and did not think about it anymore. I absolutely loved the drum. I felt that it   united the class in a new way. We were together in our movement, especially the   skipping and going faster. It did get confusing when we had to walk, freeze, jump 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 It is important to note that a fundamental similarity in the teachings of both Pettiford‐ Wates and Rodgers is their frequent use of “journeys” within the classroom to encourage self and character exploration through breath, sound, movement and text. Since “journey” is not a commonly used term within the theatre community, I find it necessary to briefly define and describe its meaning and uses, especially as it pertains to Pettiford‐ Wates Junior Acting Studio. I will then describe my experience as a Teaching Assistant witnessing my close personal friend and fellow colleague, Olisa Enrico‐ Johnson, use journeying in her THEA 201 course in fall 2009 in order to explore the range and resonance, using colors as the primary stimulus. Finally, I will recall how I modified and led a similar “vocal color journey”, the response from the students and how I believe using journeys leads to the discovery and freeing of the voice.   The best way that I can describe a journey with words is by calling it a “guided imagery exercise” in which the facilitator leads participants through a sequence of shared (collective) events. I must stress that while the wording of such journeys are heard the same by all involved, the individuals experiences and reactions to such guided imagery are very much their own. While Rodgers will often allow participants to keep their eyes open during such exercises, Pettiford‐Wates asks that all those going on the journey keep their eyes closed throughout. Both Rodgers and Pettiford‐Wates employ the use of drums to 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underscore the journeys. During my use of journeys within the THEA 201 course, I also asked that participants keep their eyes closed and the drum was used to underscore. There is, however, a marked difference between a “guided imagery” type of journey and a journey based in Ritual Poetic Drama Within the African Continuum.   In her book, Yoruba Ritual: Performer, Play, Agency, Margaret Thompson Drewal does an incredible job explaining how ritual is viewed within the Yoruba culture and its place in the realm of performance (theatre) and everyday life (play), and how it is very often hard to distinguish one from the other. I encourage anyone interested in the use of Ritual within the theatre to refer to this text, as I am unable to explain Ritual as eloquently and fully as Drewal. Regarding ritual journeys, she posits that:      As media of change and transformation, rituals are conceived as “journeys”, a   metaphor that runs like a leitmotif throughout these pages. In Yoruba usage, the   journey highlights crucial dimensions of ritual that most of the literature on the   subject does not reflect, that is, the subjective experience of participants, their   capacities for reflexive self‐monitoring, and their transformations of consciousness   through play and improvisation. (Drewal, 28)        In her thesis, Giving Voice to the Hero Within: The Combination of Two Methodologies for Training the Actor/Performer‐‐The Use of Ritual Poetic Drama Within the African Continuum and Archetypes for the Actor/Singer, close friend and fellow Ritual specialist, Olisa Enrico‐Johnson describes how Pettiford‐Wates leads the “Emotional Mapping” ritual journey in the Junior Actor’s Studio. 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 This is the exercise that teaches the student Pettiford Wates’ concept of “Emotional   Mapping”. I remember my first time doing the exercise. Though it is difficult to   explain I will try to paint the picture. Pettiford‐Wates mimes peeling a banana,   eating it, then asks the class “What  am I doing?”. The students respond, “eating a   banana”. She then acts out the process of “being” the banana being peeled and eaten.   Someone will inevitably say that she was, “the banana being eaten”. This is how   Pettiford‐Wates explains the difference between “having an emotion” and “being an   emotion”. She tells us that in the following exercise we were expected to “be the   emotion”. She then explains the idea of the body as an emotional map. She says that   we hold emotion in our muscle memory. She gives the image of a person who knows   how to, “press your buttons”. She asks us to recall how it felt. She then suggests that   as actors we must learn to press our own emotional buttons and that one way to do   that is by knowing the emotional map of your body. She tells us all of this as   preparation.   Concerning the exercise itself, first of all, you have to do the entire exercise   with your eyes closed. This was a trust issue for me. We lie with our eyes closed   while breathing and releasing tension. She drops the first emotion into our belly   like a seed that is fed by our breath. The drum plays underneath her voice.   The seed of emotion grows with each breath until we are so full that we must   “give it a movement”. “Movement power” is the first power called upon in a   RPDWAC journey. Only after the physical and physiological manifestation of   emotion is expressed with the body, is sound power added. ‘Give that movement a   sound’ is the direction we are given. Sound is the vocal expression of emotion and 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them the licensure or permission to switch up their pitch, tone and rate of speaking. They also said that the different colors they embodied emphasized different words that they had never thought of placing importance on before. They all agreed that having the drum, as an underscore, seemed to continually drive them forward in the journey and helped in keeping them from reaching a plateau. They also mentioned that the sound of the drum kept them from specifically hearing the voices of their fellow journeyers and therefore made them less self‐conscious about making sound themselves. Following is the journal entry of Student “C”:    Journal Entry, Student “C”, Thursday October 14th:    Today I was really looking forward to class because I had a very emotional day in   Movement. I always feel better after leaving this class. We worked with colors today.   This was my first journey and I did not even know it. We started on the floor,   breathing. We then let out the exhale on a sigh. Jaci then started with the drum. She   had told us to be the colors, not act them out, just be them. She said that a seed was   planted in our stomach and the color grew until we needed to give each color a   sound and a movement. The colors were green, neon pink, deep blue, fire engine red   and bright yellow. I surprised myself with how into it I was. I felt like a vine on the   color green, I began to laugh when I was pink. I felt relaxed with blue and angry with   red. I was happy with yellow. I had an emotional response to each of the colors.   When we went back and spoke the text, I realized that my pitch varied with each   color. I always spoke the text with one voice, but it was nice to find the variety in the 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